
Using the brush in 
Photoshop CC



Brush settings - top panel
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Activating your brush (B), reveals 
the top panel settings for your 
brush. It contains:

A. Size, hardness, roundness and 
preset brushes.

B. Button opening up the Brush 
Panel

C. Blend mode

D. Opacity

E. Pen Pressure activation for con-
troling brush opacity 

F. Flow

G. Air Brush Build Up feature

H. Pen Pressure activation for 
controling brush size

These features (except for Blend 
mode) are all reachable from the 
Brush Panel which I will exercise 
and take you through.

Right clicking onto the canvas 
while brush is activated hands 
you the fastpanel so ju can adjust 
Size, hardness, roundness or 
choose another Brush Preset in a 
blink.

Fastpanel (as I call it) is reachable both from the brush 
setting top panel and by right clicking the canvas 
having brush activated

If you haven´t been using blend modes before in 
Photoshop this is a effect allowing you to apply colour 
onto other colours creating an effect depending on 
what kind of blend mode you´ve chosen.

Darken - Colour-
ing colours that 
are lighter than 
the brushcolour.

Lighten - Colour-
ing colours that 
are lighter than 
the brushcolour.

Overlay - Dark 
colours becomes 
darker. Light 
colour becomes 
lighter. Colours 
with the same 
tone doesn´t mix.



¨How to create my own brush!

1. First things first. Open a new 
document just like the one to the 
left.

I want to create a brush that re-
minds me of the inzoomed mark 
of a 2B_pen (who doesn´t necce-
sary looks like this), in my mind 
this is what a 2B_pen looks like in 
a very inzoomed state.

2. I create a selection with the 
Lassotool (L). First I drag a circle 
(not to round). When I´m done 
I hold down the Alt-key to sub-
tract some small areas to make 
it seems like there some sort of 
structure to this brush tip.

3. Once finished I want to fill my 
selection with a tone, or a solid 
colour. I enter Edit in the menu 
and hit Fill ... A dialog box shows 
up and I choose to fill my selec-
tion with black.

*You can also fill the selection with foreground/
background colour by keystrokes.

(Windows users)
Alt + Backspace = Fill with foreground colour
Ctrl + Backspace = Fill with background colour

(Mac users)
Alt + Backspace = Fill with foreground colour
Commando + Backspace = Fill with background-
colour

4. This is the result, and keep the 
selection, otherwise you won’t be 
able to go trough next step.

1.

2.

3. 4.

Create your own brush



5. Enter Edit in the menu and 
choose Define Brush Preset ... This 
dialog box shows up and asks 
you to fill in a proper name for 
your brush.

Yeah! You´ve now made a brush. 
Lets use it.

In the menu go for Window. 
Choose Brush Presets. You also 
might have this button located in 
your right panel:

6. You need to choose the Brush 
Tool (B, or press this button in the 
toolpanel to the left):

to activate your brush. You can 
toggle between the Brush Preset 
panel and the Brush Panel by 
clicking this button:

7. You can locate your brush at 
the bottom of this list, with no 
styles to it. 

8. To begin styling your brush you 
need to open the Brush Panel. Go 
for Window select Brush or press 
this button in the right panel:

This is the main target of this 
exercise, and if you´re ready to 
get more familiar with the set-
tings in this panel, you´re ready 
for having the photoshop time of 
your life!

5.

6.

7.

Brush not activated Brush activated

You find your brush at the bottom of this the the Brush preset list



Keep an eye on 
the preview during 
styling your brush, it 
really helps out.

This is the area of 
the Brush Panel 
where  you style 
your brush.

You can toggle 
between you Brush 
Presets and Brush 
Panel.

I always recommend using a tablet and tablet pen working in Photoshop. It hands you 
a lot of functionality you simply can´t gain using a mouse. Therefore I included some 
notes and facts how to use a tablet pen. Whenever I call the Pen functionalities Tablet 
Pen Physics,  and I will refer to these physics in oncoming text. First we need to get 
familiar with the kind of physic functionality Photoshop let us use.

Style menu. I call 
these tabs. I will 
explain them all.



Tablet Pen Physics

Pen Tilt

Rotation

Stylus Wheel
(Air Brush Pen)

Pen Pressure
(compitable with most 

tablets)



Tablet and pen settings

Using a tablet pen also offers you 
some alternative shortcuts. Both 
on your tablet and on your pen. 

Depending on your choice of 
complexity you have a scroll 
wheel or other functionalities 
available.

In Photoshop I primary use the 
pen top button as a right click 
and the bottom button to pan 
with (space key). Don´t forget you 
can assign this with whatever you 
like! Switch between foreground/ 
background colour, increase/ 
decrease opacity or swtich blend 
mode. You haft to try it out and 
let this be your extended arm. 
Turn the pen around, and in most 
cases Photoshop activate the 
eraser by default. I come to real-
ize that it´s an artform to try to 
make sense of this as you haft to 
turn the pen around like a drum-
mer with a drumstick to make 
use of it. What you really need to 
learn first is the “type-and-drag” 
combo to make it useful using a 
pen.

The tablet itself can vary from 
having a lot of different function-
ality till just two buttons.

I find it nice to apply keykombi-
nations to these buttons which 
usually is hard tapping with a pen 
in my hand.  Therefore i frequent-
ly apply “Step backward” and 
“Step forward” (ctrl/cmd + alt + z 
and ctrl/cmd + shift + z) to these.

Tons of get-away-from-keyboard function-
ality offered by the tablet. But you can also 
call recorded Actions, Zoom, send a keyboard 
combination for creating an adjustment layer 
and much more.

In my opinion it´s best starting out with ba-
sic shortcuts like “Step backward” and “Step 
forward”. Once you´re used to it, you can start 
ellaborate to move away from your keyboard 
and long trip through menues to reach a fre-
quently used function.

Pan (space button)

Photoshop´s default set-
tings for the pen buttons 
and my personal choice

A nice zoom wheel with a button which could take you back to 100% view

Step Backward

Step Forward

Right click Eraser



No Brush Tip Shape activated

60 degree Angle, 60% Roundness & 160% Spacing

There is a lot of predefined brush-
es in Photoshop. Active brush is 
marked with a blue rectangle, 
and is ready to be styled or used.

You define the Size of your brush 
in pixels. Choose to flip it hori-
sontally or vertically by marking 
Flip x or Flip Y. Angle will help you 
rotate your brush. Roundness the 
other hand compress your brush 
according to your chosen angle.

With a predefined pencil you 
can also define the Hardness 
of your brush. This will harden 
the edges of your brush and is 
set from a 0 percent to a 100 
percent Hard.

With Spacing you define the 
continous motion of your 
brush. The width of the brush is 
a 100%, it can leave a trail just 
10% from its starting point or 
take steps as far as 100 times 
its size.

Styling your brush



Think of Jitter as the partya-
nimal, the more of them you 
invite the more likely the par-
ty will tend to escalate. The 
party can still be pretty well 
organised and fun inviting well 
known members from Size, 
Angle or Roundness.

The arrow below Size Jitter 
will determine how many of 
those partyanimals you want to 
let inside.

Size Control is set by:

Fade gives us the opportunity 
to draw a line by click, hold 
and release the mouse button. 
The box to the left decide how 
many steps this fade will be 
divided into. A high amount 
will increase the vanish point 
off the line.

Using a tablet would allow us 
to fade “naturally” in terms of 
the drawn line going from thick 
to thin by our Pen Pressure.

Pen Tilt can be applied using a 
more advanced type of tablet. 
This option involve Pen Pres-
sure and thickens the stroke 
using a 2D pen. If you´re using 
one of Photoshop´s artistic 
brushes this contribute to tilt 
lines within a stroke.

Fade in 50 steps (using mouse)

Pen Pressure (using Intous pen)

Pen Pressure & 45% Jitter (using Intous pen)



There is a Stylus Wheel sup-
ported by several kinds of pen-
cils. This setting let the wheel 
onto this type of brush adjust 
the brush stroke thickness.

Minimum Diameter decides 
the pixelsize of the vanishing 
point.

Roundness can control each 
step within a drawn stroke, a 
more seemless bended stroke 
variation can be applied by Tilt 
Scale using Pen Tilt as control.

Remember the partyanimal? 
Invite a bunch of Jitter to this 
party and it can make your 
head spin.

Angle Control is set by:

Angle Control defines how 
you want to apply rotation to 
your brush. 

In the next picture I´ve used a 
regular mouse, with different 
controls, using various kinds of 
values for Angle Jitter. I find these 
to controls especially nice when I 
don´t have a pen in handy.

Easy-to-use Bamboo Pen from Wacom

More advanced Wacom Pen from the Intous tablet series

Wacom Air Brush Pen



Fade

Direction

Initial direction

60%

60%

60%

30%

30%

30%

0%

0%

0%

I´ve modified the Brush Tip 
Shape with a Roundness of 
40% and Spacing of 70% to 
ease things up.

In the Fade picture I´ve set 
Fade to rotate all around with-
in a number of 5 steps. With an 
Angle Jitter of 0% the brush 
spins all the way around in 5 
steps and thereafter it just re-
peats the default angle of the 
brush. As I increase the value 
for Angle Jitter the brush is 
starting to randomize these 
turns.

As you probably already fig-
ured out you can´t have a wild 
party unless you´re not a part-
yanimal yourself. Increase the 
value of Angle and you´ll figure 
it out. Handle Jitter with care.

Pen Pressure rotate your 
brush in accordance to your 
pen pressure. The physics for 
Pen Tilt and Stylus Wheel are 
the exact same as in controling 
the size, instead this is now 
handling your brush angle.

Rotation rotates your brush in 
accordance to how you rotate 
your pen around its long axis.

If you use Initial Direction your 
brush will apply the same brush 
from your first click. Once you 
release or lift the pen tip the 
angle will randomly switch.

Direction, my favourite, can ro-
tate your brush in the direction 



your brush stroke is going.

Roundness Control contribute 
with the same options as Size 
Control, also rotation is added.

I refer to the controls we´ve just 
pulled through.

Fade - Increasing the number 
of steps, increase the need for 
a long stroke so the Minimum 
Roundness can be reached.

Pen Pressure - Light tip touch, 
less roundness.

The physics for Pen Tilt and 
Stylus Wheel are the exact 
same as in controling the size. 
I actually prefer controling 
roundness with pen tilt.

Rotation - in accordance 
to how you rotate your pen 
around its long axis the brush 
roundness increase or de-
crease.

Since Photoshop CS6 there is 
a checkbox added to Shape 
Dynamics called Brush Projec-
tion. Mark the checkbox, and 
the brush will then be tilted 
and skewed in the direction of 
your pencil orientation and set 
the brush stroke in perspective.

Using Pen Tilt, Roundness Jitter 30% & 
130% Spacing

Using Pen Tilt & 130% Spacing

Using Fade in 10 steps & 130% Spacing



Mark Flip X Jitter or Flip Y Jit-
ter to reflect the Jitter horison-
tal or vertical.

We leave the party at the 
Shape Dynamics tab and con-
tinue to the Scattering tab.

Personally I prefer scatter to be 
referred with sprinkling.

I can choose to do it one way 
or two ways from the center 
point of my brush marking the 
checkbox Both Axes.

Dragging the arrow for Scatter  
increase the sprinkling. Just as 
you raise your salt shaker from 
the plate to spread the salt.

“Raising the salt shaker” can 
be done in the same way as we 
went through.

Fade - Increasing or decreas-
ing the outgoing fade of scat-
ter.

Pen Pressure - Hard pressure, 
more scatter.

Pen Tilt - Tilting the pen ap-
plies scatter.

Stylus Wheel - roll the wheel 
on a air brush pen.

Controling the Count with Pen 
Pressure might turn out to be 
a good alternative for those 
of us who like to paint with a 
continous size, but like some 
tender variety of that fine line.



Rotation - in accordance to 
how you rotate your pen.
Beneath scatter control you 
find 

Count. Imagine if you could 
pick more holes into your salt 
shaker tip. There would be 
more salt in a single shake, 
wouldn´t it? Increasing count 
adds more brushes in a single 
stroke.

Start the party! Let Count 
Jitter in, but apart from Jitter 
in the Shape Dynamics Tab, 
Count Jitter is far more harm-
less since it only randomizes 
the repeated brushes made of 
Count.

Adding Texture gives you the 
opportunity to use Photoshops 
default pattern (or your own) 
to add depth to your 2D brush. 
This pattern relates to the edg-
es of your brush.

Scale decrease the repetition 
and zooms in the pattern. Us-
ing a pattern of bubbles ends 
up in a single bubble increas-
ing the scale.

Control the Brightness and the 
Contrast of the selected pat-
tern by dragging the arrows to 
the left (darkness/less contrast) 
or to the (right brightness/ 
more contrast).

Texture Each Tip means you 
apply the texture for every step 

560% Scatter from Both Axes

560% Scatter from Both Axes, Count 3 & 33% Jitter

560% Scatter

560% Scatter & Count 3

560% Scatter from Both Axes & Count 3

560% Scatter, Count 3 & 33% Jitter



Texture Each Tip, default CC pattern & 50% opacity (A)

A: Short stroke B: Short stroke

Default CC pattern & 50% opacity (B)

within a stroke. A continious 
tone therefore looks like a nor-
mal stroke. 

The texture can be applied 
onto the brush through specific 
blending modes.

Learning Photoshop will in a 
later chapter reveal the power of 
blending modes to you. Using a 
blending mode for texture means 
you´re applying the texture 
pattern onto the brush with an 
effect. The tones in the pattern 
are then treating the brush less or 
more depending on the value of 
the tones in the selected pattern.

Depth controls the amount of 
blend you apply. Using another 
option than ”off” hands you the 
possibility to control this depth 
by pen physics, and you can also 
set a minimum depth for your tip 
touch if you don´t want the effect 
to be to discrete.

You can randomize the depth, 
which is quite nice if you going 
to make ditches from above or 
scrape wounds in a later chapter.

Multiply

Overlay

Linear Burn

Height

No blending mode for texture

Subtract

Color Dodge

Hard Mix

Darken

Color Burn

Linear Light



Ever tried to create clouds, smoke 
or make a nice vivid tone without 
dragging a dozens of strokes?

Dual Brush is a nice way of ma-
king these kinds of things real 
without the need of making 
hundreds of brushstrokes.

Using dual brush is like using a 
brush within a brush. Your deci-
tions to dual brush, determines 
the inside effect to your first hand 
brush, meaning, Size, Spacing, 
Scatter and Count is appearing 
inside your first hand brush on 
the terms of your dual brush 
demands.

Choose a blend mode for Dual 
Brush in the top of the window:

The dual brush will then be app-
lied with the same credentials as 
shown in examples from previous 
control tab.

I find scatter to be a very neat 
little feature within Dual Brush 
as it ”sprinkle” my brush inside a 
bigger brush accordingly to the 
tones within my Brush Tip Shape. 
This allows me to create these 
smooth clouds in the second 

Brush Tip Shape Dual Brush

Drawn stroke with different Dual Brush settings



50% f&b 50% hue 50% purity 50% f&b 100% hue 50% purity

50% f&b 50% saturation 50% purity 50% f&b 100% saturation 50% 

50% f&b 50% brightness 50% purity 50% f&b 100% brightness 50% 

50% f&b & 0% purity 50% f&b & 100% purity

example, and if I like them thicker 
I add some Count and check my 
Blend Mode. 

Spread in both X and Y direction 
by marking Both Axels.

It would probably be nice to vary 
those clouds in colour if we whe-
re suppose to apply them over a 
sunset.

I redifined my cloud brush a bit, 
but it´s still very much the same. 
What has changed is the Color 
Dynamic of the brush. Activa-
ting Color Dynamics let me play 
between the foreground and 
background colour in accordance 
to; hue (colour), saturation (+/- 
grey), and brightness (+/- light). I 
don´t really now how to explain 
Purity, but as I see it I would like it 
to represent ”vividness”.

Strokes to the left is a combi-
nation of the first Dual Brush 
example and defined values for 
Color Dynamics. ”F&B” is for fore-
ground and background colour.

Jitter randomly adds colour 
defined by the four parameters 
explained. High Jitter increase 
the frequenzy.

If Apply Per Tip is ticked you will 
have random colours in a sing-
le stroke. Untick it, and you will 
have a new colour each time you 



press and release pen or mouse 
button.

On a regular basis I use the top 
menu to control opacity and flow 
of my brush.

Opacity controls the transparancy 
of the brush. Decide the tension 
of the brush by Flow. Comparing 
it to printing technique opacity 
will be the ink and flow will be 
the hard or soft pressure transfer-
ring the ink onto the paper.

Now on to the Transfer tab. You 
will meet the same settings here 
that you´ve seen earlier. Opacity 
Jitter and Flow Jitter will be the 
main targets for you to make 
your colours fade away. Wetness 
Jitter and Mix Jitter is only avai-
lable if you use the Mixer Brush 
Tool, which we won´t go further 
into.

Increasing Jitter will randomize 
the Opacity or Flow from the start 
until the colour disappear. There-
fore, if you set a minimum level of 
these, there will be a neverending 
randomization.

I´ve learnt that tablet pens with 
less sensitivity can gain a lot of 
combining the Pen Pressure con-
trol for Opacity with Size under 
the Shape Dynamics tab.

50% opacity

100% opacity

25% opacity & 25 % flow

50% opacity & 25% flow



Brush Pose is a way for you to 
lock the axis position of your 
tablet pen according to one or 
several pen physics.

You can override the physics to a 
maximum by dragging the arrow 
to the right or let it loose by drag-
ging to the left.

The last features in the Brush 
Panel contains:
- Noise
- Wet Edges
- Build-Up
- Smoothing
- Protect Texture

Noise and Wet Edges are effects 
helping us out by creating a more 
vivid and natural brush. Noise 
can only be applied if your brush 
include tones. Wet Edges can on 
the other hand be used for both 
solid and soft brushes to gene-
rate some sort of a watercolor 
effect.

Build Up is a natural brush tip 
response for those ever working 
with a real paint brush. Check this 
box to get a constant flow of co-
lour layed on to the canvas, even 
though you don´t move your 
brush, as long as you keep the 
mouse button (or pen pressure) 
down colour will be applied.

Brush moving slow? Unchecking 
smoothing might speed up your 
brush as this feature is trying 
to resolve your brushstroke in 
taking sharp turns in its way 
through the pixel to create a 

Original brush with tones Noise

Noise

Wet Edges

Wet Edges

Both puddles are made by four brushstrokes on top of 
each other, the one to the left with Wet Edges activated

Original solid brush



more ”natural” stroke.

For brushes that already contains 
a texture, protect texture pro-
tects and forward its settings for 
nextcoming choise of brush. This 
option is useful if you´re trying to 
reveal an underlying pattern with 
different brush shapes.

Well, well, well, haven´t you made 
some fancy smancys? And now 
you really want to keep this as a 
preset, right? Click the Options 
button in the upper right corner 
to the left of your Brush Panel. 
Choose New Brush Preset.

A dialog box will show up asking 
you to fill in the name for your 
new Brush Preset and if you want 
to add it with your temporary 
brush size (Capture Brush Size in 
Preset) or the original size.

Therefrom you have a new Brush 
Preset, and it will be added to 
your default Brush Preset Library.

You can save this library. Hit the 
Options button in the upper right 
corner and choose save brushes. 
I have collected a few libraries of 
brushes during the years, there-
fore I like to Replace Brushes or 
add some by Load Brushes. Reset 
Brushes will replace your current 
library with the ones from Pho-
toshop default collection.



Creating

To find inspiration. I look for sto-
ries. Stories from my own life or 
from others.

I was five and I pointed an arrow 
at a old man. I was just about to 
realease it as he caught me.

- You don´t point things at other 
people! He shouted.

- I haft to! There´s no other way to 
shoot, I said.

As I look back to the moment 
loading the suckcup arrow onto 
my bow, I see what kind of sense 
the old man was trying to refer 
to. Common sense. But I like the 
point though.

This is where I find my inspiration, 
and to make use of it. I´ll grab 
pieces from my memory and look 
for opposites.

You see the stairs to the right, ask 
yourself these questions. Write 
down your answers and put it all 
together in a dialog, and visualize 
it!

You should have got a Brush Pre-
set Library with the downloaded 
package in this exercise. You can 
use those as much as you want.

What would be the nicest thing
to happen at this point?

What would be the worst thing
to happen at this point?

What is a emotional reference to the story 
object, and what would be a form opposite?

What is a physical reference to the emotions
that the story reflects, and what would be the 

minor purpose?

Memorize and write down objects from
the enviromental surrounding. 

What came up last?

The old man says it´s a cool bow

The old man breaks my bow

Bow = Tension & Semicircle = Circle

Easy mind = Big head & Common sense

Sunbeds



Painting

1. Me and a student have had an Photoshop face off, so 
I draw him chased by me and my collegue Lucas

3. Thereafter I make a new layer and paint with differ-
ent opacity and dozens of colours to build up more 
saturated colours in the shadows

4. The result is a game frontside “Bårderlands 2 - Lolli-
pop Bård licks again”. No magic applied.

2. I start with making a new layer and a nice brush who 
will contain colours and give a nice contrast



Mask revealing

A picture of Mathew. I invert this picture so 
his skin will have more tones, then a make a 
selection around him. And make a defined 
brush preset out of him.

I open up this picture of Peter and Ola that I want to capture in a 
nice way.
1. I unlock the background layer.
2. Set a mask to it.
3. Create a white background layer.
4. Choose the pencil Mathew in the Brush Preset Panel and paint 
with white in the masking layer.
5. Make an curve adjustment layer to put some extra contrast to 
the image.


